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To investigate possible roles of S⋅⋅⋅X (X=O, N, S) inter-
actions in the functions and evolution of a protein, two
types of database analyses were carried out for a verte-
brate phospholipase A

2
 (PLA

2
) family. A comprehensive

search for close S⋅⋅⋅X contacts in the structures retrieved
from protein data bank (PDB) revealed that there are
four common S⋅⋅⋅O interactions and one common S⋅⋅⋅N
interaction for the PLA

2
 domain group (PLA

2
-DG), while

an additional three S⋅⋅⋅O interactions were found for the
snake PLA

2
 domain group (sPLA

2
-DG). On the other

hand, a phylogenetic analysis on the conservation of the
observed S⋅⋅⋅O and S⋅⋅⋅N interactions over various amino
acid sequences of sPLA

2
-DG demonstrated probable

clustering of the interactions on the dendrogram. Most
of the interactions characterized for PLA

2
 were found to

reside in the vicinity of the active site and to be able to
tolerate the conformational changes due to the substrate
binding. These observations suggested that the S⋅⋅⋅X in-
teractions play some role in the functions and evolution
of the PLA

2
 family.
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Weak nonbonded interactions are important physico-
chemical forces that control the structure and function of
proteins1. Ionic interactions, hydrogen bonds, and van der
Waals forces are mainly considered part of this class of
interactions, but some novel interaction patterns, such as
C–H⋅⋅⋅O hydrogen bonds2–4, cation-π interactions5–7, and
CH/π interactions8,9, were recently characterized in folded
protein structures and were claimed to be important for
stability and function. The S⋅⋅⋅X interactions (Fig. 1)10–12

that form between a cysteine (Cys) or methionine (Met) side
chain and the nearby heteroatom X (X=O, N, S) belong to
such non-conventional weak interactions that stabilize pro-
tein structures to some extent.

It has been well recognized in physical organic chemistry
that a divalent sulfur atom13–16, as well as a divalent sele-
nium atom17, frequently forms a weak hypervalent (or out-
of-octet) interaction with a nearby oxygen, nitrogen, or sul-
fur atom (Fig. 1A). It was, therefore, assumed that similar
nonbonded interactions would also occur in the protein
architecture: S⋅⋅⋅X (X=O, N, S) interactions have recently
been characterized in proteins by statistical analysis of the
proximate atoms around Cys and Met sulfur atoms (SSC
and CSC types, respectively) involved in 604 heterogeneous
protein structures10,11. The features can be summarized as
follows.

(1) Both SSC and CSC S atoms prefer to make a close
contact with O, N, and S atoms in folded protein structures:
out of a total of 790 Cys residues, 100 (13%), 33 (4%), and
15 (2%) have strong S⋅⋅⋅O, S⋅⋅⋅N, and S⋅⋅⋅S interactions,
respectively, with less than the van der Waals atomic con-
tact (d≤0.0 Å). Similarly, out of 2,124 Met residues, 153
(7%), 68 (3%), and 9 (0.4%) have strong S⋅⋅⋅O, S⋅⋅⋅N, and
S⋅⋅⋅S interactions, respectively.

(2) According to ab initio calculations applying the MP2
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method, the S⋅⋅⋅X interactions are predominantly stabilized
by dispersion and/or long-range electrostatic forces. How-
ever, the contribution from the orbital interactions is also
important as evidenced by the observed directional prefer-
ences (vide infra).

(3) The S⋅⋅⋅X interactions statistically show various direc-
tionalities depending on the types of S and X atoms. For
example, in the most frequent S(SSC)⋅⋅⋅O(amide) inter-
action (Fig. 1B), the O atom tends to approach the S atom in
the direction of the antibonding σ*SS orbital, and the S atom
tends to approach the O atom in the direction of the πO

orbital, thereby allowing the efficient πO→σ*SS orbital (or
charge-transfer) interaction. In other cases, the σ*SC, πN,
nonbonded nO , nN, or nS orbital can be involved in the S⋅⋅⋅X
interactions.

(4) The potential surfaces of the S⋅⋅⋅X interactions are
relatively flat, probably due to the predominant contribu-
tion from isotropic dispersion force, but they have shallow,
but distinct, potential holes in the location of the favorable
orbital interactions. The stabilization energy was estimated
to be up to 3.2 kcal/mol for the S(SSC)⋅⋅⋅O(amide) interac-
tion (Fig. 1B) on the basis of ab initio calculations in vacuo.
In addition, the S⋅⋅⋅O interaction distance becomes slightly
shorter when the O atom simultaneously forms an NH⋅⋅⋅O
hydrogen bond.

It was of great interest that the intrinsic directional prefer-
ences of the S⋅⋅⋅O interaction, which are originated from the
favorable orbital interactions (vide ante), were statistically

maintained in folded proteins despite the shallow potential
holes as well as the presence of other nonbonded interac-
tions, such as hydrogen bonds. Although the structural fea-
ture of an individual S⋅⋅⋅X interaction can vary significantly,
this suggested not only that the S⋅⋅⋅O interaction is impor-
tant to control protein structures but also that the interaction
can be applied to the molecular engineering of three-dimen-
sional protein structures12.

S⋅⋅⋅X interactions in proteins have attracted the attention
of various research groups. The first statistical analysis on
S⋅⋅⋅O interactions18 showed only marginal directional prefer-
ences of the interactions probably due to the use of a small

number of protein structures. On the other hand, Pal and
Chakrabarti19 found similar directionality for the close
S(CSC)⋅⋅⋅O contacts to that illustrated in Fig. 1B by using a
larger number of protein structures. It was also reported for
some enzymes, such as S-adenosylmethionine synthetase20

and G-protein receptor21, that the S⋅⋅⋅O interaction formed
between the specific Cys or Met S atom and the carboxylate
O atom plays important roles in the enzymatic functions.
The existence of intermolecular nonbonded S⋅⋅⋅O interac-
tions was suggested for the complexes between N-acetyl-
glucosamine-thiazolin and β-hexosaminidase and between
benzophenone and porcine odorant-binding protein22. More-
over, the importance of the possible S⋅⋅⋅O interaction be-
tween the Met10 and Thr317 residues of adenylosuccinate
lyase for the stability of the protein structure was suggested
by use of the M10L mutant23. Thus, the SSC and CSC S
atoms, which are generally considered as merely hydro-
phobic groups in proteins, would have some positive struc-
tural and functional implications in the context of the amino
acid sequence.

Phospholipase A2 (PLA2, EC 3.1.1.4)24,25, a small globu-
lar protein containing about 130 amino acid residues, is an
SS-rich enzyme that catalyzes hydrolysis of the 2-acyl ester
bond of phosphoglycerides in the presence of a calcium
ion. The active site is formed by the His48 and Asp99
residues26,27, which are located close to each other by the
support of the Cys44–Cys105 and Cys51–Cys98 SS link-
ages. Murakami and Kudo28 recently reviewed the diverse
functions of a mammalian PLA2 family and pointed out that
an understanding of the function as well as the expression
and regulatory processes for individual PLA2s is important
for the treatment of various diseases. On the other hand,
Ohno et al.29 analyzed the molecular evolution of the myo-
toxic PLA2s involved in the snake venom of Trimeresurus

flavoviridis inhabiting the southern islands of Japan and
suggested an accelerated evolution of snake PLA2 during
the acquisition of diversity in physiological activities. Map-
ping of the structural determinants for diverse functions of
snake PLA2 was also elaborated by means of sequence
analysis and site-directed mutagenesis30. Thus, PLA2 is an
interesting protein in terms of both function and evolution.

In this paper, we focus on the functional and evolutional
aspects of the S⋅⋅⋅O and S⋅⋅⋅N interactions in phospholipase
A2 (PLA2). Two types of database analyses have been car-
ried out: (1) a comprehensive search for close S⋅⋅⋅X (X=O,
N, and S) contacts in the protein structures retrieved from
protein data bank (PDB)31 and (2) a phylogenetic analysis
on the conservation of the S⋅⋅⋅O and S⋅⋅⋅N interactions over
the various amino acid sequences. The first statistical data
indicative of possible roles of S⋅⋅⋅O and S⋅⋅⋅N interactions in
the evolution and functions of a protein are presented.

Figure 1 Formation and structural features of the S⋅⋅⋅X interac-
tion. (A) The divalent S atom adopts the coordination from a hetero-
atom X, changing the valence state from a tetrahedral to a hypervalent
trigonal bipyramidal state. (B) The most frequently observed S⋅⋅⋅O
interactions in proteins. The S atom of a disulfide bond (SSC type)
approaches a main-chain amide O atom in a direction vertical to the
peptide plane maintaining the linearity of the three S–S⋅⋅⋅O atoms.
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Materials and methods

Characterization of S⋅⋅⋅X interactions

A number of precise structures of PLA2 have been regis-
tered in PDB31 with a variety of amino acid sequences
(including the wild-type proteins of several species and
mutants). The structural data, which were determined by
X-ray analysis with high resolution (resoln≤2.0 Å) and
released before August 2003, were collected from PDB and
sorted by the protein domain name (PDN) according to the
SCOP32 data. The structural data that were assigned to either
PDN = phospholipase A2 (PLA2-DG) or snake phospholi-
pase A2 (sPLA2-DG) were used in this study.

The high-resolution structural data of PLA2 selected ac-
cording to the above criteria were processed in an exhaus-
tive search for close S⋅⋅⋅X (X=O, N, S) atomic contacts.
According to a method described in the literature11, prox-
imate intramolecular and intermolecular heteroatoms (X)
were sought for both SSC (Cys) and CSC (Met) S atoms,
and the atomic distances between the S and X atoms (rS⋅⋅⋅X)
were calculated. The directionality of the S⋅⋅⋅X contacts
was also analyzed simultaneously. The values of rS⋅⋅⋅X were
then normalized to the relative distance (dS⋅⋅⋅X) by subtract-
ing the van der Waals radii (vdw) of the corresponding
atoms: dS⋅⋅⋅X=rS⋅⋅⋅X−vdw(S)−vdw(X), where values of 1.80,
1.52, and 1.55 Å were used for S, O, and N atoms, re-
spectively33. Close S⋅⋅⋅X contacts with dS⋅⋅⋅X≤0.2 Å were
considered to mean that the two atoms form an S⋅⋅⋅X inter-
action. A similar criterion for S⋅⋅⋅X interactions was used in
previous studies10–12.

The location of an S⋅⋅⋅X interaction along the amino acid
sequence was indicated in the following manner. When the
interaction is formed between the S atom of cysteine 44 and
the main-chain O atom of aspartic acid 40, it is denoted as
S(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(D40). Similarly, the relative distance of the inter-

action is denoted as dS(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(D40). When a side-chain hetero-
atom is involved in the interaction, the atom is labeled as
Oγ, Nδ, etc. in order to distinguish it from the main-chain
heteroatom, which is simply denoted by using an O or N
label. The name of the polypeptide chain is indicated in
the parentheses attached to a four-letter PDB code, e.g.,
1FX9(A) and 1FX9(B) for chains A and B of 1FX9, respec-
tively. The superimposed local structures around the inter-
acting S atoms were drawn using the MOLDEN program34.

Dendrogram

The dendrogram-based analysis for sPLA2-DG was
carried out using the FASTA-format data of the amino acid
sequences, which can be obtained from the PDB data. The
sequence data were first aligned on the basis of similarity
by using the Clustal W program35 and then converted to a
dendrogram using the Tree View program36. All amino acid
sequences of sPLA2-DG selected from PDB were employed
for the dendrogram analysis.

Results

Data on forty-two high-resolution crystal structures of
PLA2, which normally contained seven well-conserved SS
linkages and one methionine (Met) residue, were collected
from PDB. All of them belonged to a vertebrate PLA2 fam-
ily and could be classified into two groups according to
the SCOP32 data: the structures with PDN (protein domain
name) = phospholipase A2 and those with PDN = snake
phospholipase A2. Although in structure and amino acid
sequence these groups (PLA2-DG and sPLA2-DG, respec-
tively) were similar to each other, the two groups were
analyzed separately.

Phospholipase A
2
 domain group (PLA

2
-DG)

Crystallographic information for the twenty-two high-
resolution structures of PLA2-DG selected from PDB is
listed in Table 1 along with the data on relative atomic dis-
tances (dS⋅⋅⋅X≤0.2 Å) for the S⋅⋅⋅O and S⋅⋅⋅N interactions
commonly found in this group. Bovine, porcine, and human
PLA2-DG were selected. Although a variety of amino acid
sequences were found for bovine PLA2, the seven SS bonds
(C11–C77, C27–C123, C29–C45, C44–C105, C51–C98,
C61–C91, and C84–C96) and the one Met residue (M8)
were conserved. The same SS linkages and Met residue
were found in porcine PLA2 except for the C27–C123 link-
age, which was assigned to the C27–C124 linkage in por-
cine PLA2 due to the insertion of one amino acid residue.
On the other hand, one additional SS bond (C49–C124 of
1KVO and C48–C122 of 1LE6) was present in human
PLA2, and one SS bond (C11–C77) was missing in 1KVO.
The ligands and prosthetic groups were assigned to each
polypeptide chain when the PDB data contained two crys-
tallographically independent protein molecules. It is worth
noting that all chains were crystallized with a calcium ion.
This is of course related to the fact that a calcium ion is
essential to enzymatic functions24–27.

Various S⋅⋅⋅O and S⋅⋅⋅N interactions were detected in
PLA2-DG, but some of them were observed only in a few
structures. Such rare nonbonded interactions were S(C11)⋅⋅⋅
O(E81) in 1FX9(A) and 1FXF(B), S(C91)⋅⋅⋅Oδ(N71) in
1CEH, S(C91)⋅⋅⋅Nδ(N71) in 1MKU, etc. Although they
might play some roles in the corresponding structures, they
are ignored hereafter because more common S⋅⋅⋅X inter-
actions would have more important implications for the
function and evolution. No S⋅⋅⋅S interaction was found for
PLA2-DG.

As shown in Table 1, four S⋅⋅⋅O interactions and one
S⋅⋅⋅N interaction were commonly observed for PLA2-DG.
The bold-style numbers of the relative distance dS⋅⋅⋅X in the
table indicate strong S⋅⋅⋅X (X=O and N) interactions with
d≤0.1 Å. It should be noted that none of these common
interactions were detected for 1GH4. This must be because
the three lysine residues (K56, K120, and K121) have been
mutated with three methionine residues, which would de-
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stabilize the three-dimensional structure significantly. Local
structures around the five common S⋅⋅⋅X interactions are
shown in Fig. 2.

The S(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(D40) interaction (Fig. 2A) did not have
the structural features of a typical S–S⋅⋅⋅O interaction shown
in Fig. 1B. The S(C105)–S(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(D40) angle ranged from

115 to 124°, and the S(C44) atom approached the O(D40)
atom from a horizontal direction (i.e., the direction of the nO

orbital) rather than a vertical direction relative to the pep-
tide plane. The S(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(D40) interaction, therefore, was
assigned as a distorted S–S⋅⋅⋅O interaction. The structural
distortion was in accord with the observation that the values
of dS(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(D40) are mostly positive in Table 1.

On the other hand, the S(C61)⋅⋅⋅O(A55) interaction (Fig.

2B) had almost the normal structural features of a typical
S–S⋅⋅⋅O interaction. The S(C61) atom approached the
O(A55) atom in a direction vertical to the peptide plane
(i.e., the direction of the πO orbital), and the O(A55) atom
was located at the back of the S(C61)–S(C91) bond (i.e., the
direction of the σ*SS orbital): the S(C91)–S(C61)⋅⋅⋅O(A55)
angle was 143~169°. About half of the relative distance
dS(C61)⋅⋅⋅O(A55) was negative, indicating that the S(C61)⋅⋅⋅O(A55)

interaction is significantly stronger than the S(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(D40)

interaction (Fig. 2A). It can be seen in Fig. 2B that the posi-
tion of the O(A55) atom relative to the S(C61) atom tends to
converge compared with the neighboring atoms, supporting
the notion that the S⋅⋅⋅O interaction stabilizes the local struc-
ture of PLA2 to some extent.

Table 1 S⋅⋅⋅O and S⋅⋅⋅N interactions observed in PLA2-DG

PDB
code

species resolna type chain
ligands and
prosthetic
groups

S⋅⋅⋅O interactions
S⋅⋅⋅N

interaction

dS(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(D40)
b
dS(C61)⋅⋅⋅O(A55)

c
dS(C84)⋅⋅⋅O(C96)

d
dS(C98)⋅⋅⋅O(F94)

e
dS(M8)⋅⋅⋅N(R100)

1BP2 bovine 1.7 WT – Ca2+, MPDf 0.090 0.063 0.165 0.086 −0.025
1BPQ bovine 1.8 K56M – Ca2+

−0.262 0.015 0.128 −0.066
1C74 bovine 1.9 K53M, K56M A Ca2+ 0.113 −0.070 0.130 0.179 −0.020
1CEH bovine 1.9 D99N – Ca2+ 0.039 −0.153 0.094 0.092 −0.025
1FDK bovine 1.96 WT – Ca2+, GLEg

−0.214 0.069 0.156 −0.009
1G4I bovine 0.97 WT A Ca2+, Cl–, MPDf 0.127 −0.018 0.117 0.099 −0.034
1GH4 bovine 1.9 K56M, K120M, 

K121M
A Ca2+, MPDf

1IRB bovine 1.7 K120A, K121A – Ca2+ 0.022 −0.003 0.172 0.091 0.186
1KVW bovine 1.95 H48Q – Ca2+ 0.006 0.052 0.191 0.181
1KVX bovine 1.9 D99A – Ca2+ 0.024 0.058 −0.070 0.088 0.120
1KVY bovine 1.9 D49E – Ca2+ 0.046 0.070 0.115 −0.059 0.096
1MKS bovine 1.9 Y52F, Y73F, 

D99N
– Ca2+ 0.086 −0.176 0.065 0.184

1MKT bovine 1.72 WT – Ca2+ 0.022 0.014 0.136 0.098
1MKU bovine 1.8 Y52F, Y73F, 

D99N
– Ca2+ 0.097 0.183 0.095 0.169

1MKV bovine 1.89 WT – Ca2+, GELh 0.006 −0.090 0.096 0.167 0.148
1O3W bovine 1.85 K53M, K56M, 

K120M
A Ca2+, MPDf 0.174 −0.221 0.115 0.134 0.025

2BPP bovine 1.82 WT – Ca2+
−0.150 0.024 0.134 0.000

1FX9 porcine 2.0 WT A Ca2+, SO4
2–, MJIi 0.137 0.197 0.002 0.041 0.130

WT B Ca2+, SO4
2–, MJIi 0.087 −0.256

1FXF porcine 1.85 WT A Ca2+, PO4
3–, MJIi 0.086 −0.123 −0.016 0.060

WT B Ca2+, PO4
3–, MJIi 0.120 0.193 0.031 −0.140

1HN4 porcine 1.4 WT A Ca2+, SO4
2–, MJIi 0.162 −0.237 0.154 0.024 −0.016

WT B Ca2+, SO4
2–, MJIi 0.134 −0.020 0.110 0.027 −0.116

1KVO human 2.0 engineered A Ca2+, OAPj 0.053 0.048 −0.033
engineered B Ca2+, OAPj

−0.165 0.060
1LE6 human 1.97 engineered A Ca2+, MPDf 0.089 0.003 0.134 −0.039 k

engineered B Ca2+, MPDf 0.131 0.036 −0.043 0.041 k

Only commonly observed interactions (dS⋅⋅⋅X≤0.2 Å) are listed in the table. The values of dS⋅⋅⋅X are given in Å. Empty columns mean that the corre-
sponding values of dS⋅⋅⋅X are more than 0.2 Å. The numbers in bold correspond to strong S⋅⋅⋅X interactions with dS⋅⋅⋅X≤0.1 Å.
a Resolution in Å.
b dS(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(E40) for pig, dS(C43)⋅⋅⋅O(A39) for 1KVO, and dS(C42)⋅⋅⋅O(A38) for 1LE6.
c dS(C58)⋅⋅⋅O(A53) for 1LE6.
d dS(C77)⋅⋅⋅O(C88) for 1KVO and dS(C76)⋅⋅⋅O(C88) for 1LE6.
e dS(C90)⋅⋅⋅O(Q86) for 1KVO and dS(C90)⋅⋅⋅O(L86) for 1LE6.
f 2-Methyl-2,4-pentanediol.
g 1-Hexadecyl-3-trifluoroethyl-sn-glycero-2-phosphomethanol.
h 1-O-Octyl-2-heptylphosphonyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine.
i 1-Hexadecyl-3-trifluoroethyl-sn-glycero-2-phosphate methane.
j 4-(S)-[(1-Oxo-7-phenylheptyl)amino]-5-[4-(phenylmethyl)phenylthio]pentanoic acid.
k The corresponding Met residue is not present.
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Similarly, the S(C84)⋅⋅⋅O(C96) interaction (Fig. 2C) was
assigned as a normal C–S⋅⋅⋅O interaction with verticality
with respect to the peptide plane and the linearity of the
three C–S⋅⋅⋅O atoms. The S(C98)⋅⋅⋅O(F94) interaction (Fig.
2D) was a distorted S⋅⋅⋅O interaction with similar structural
features to the S(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(D40) interaction (Fig. 2A). In
this interaction, however, the spatial position of the O(F94)
atom relative to the S(C98) atom fluctuated less than that of
the surrounding atoms. The observation suggested that the
S⋅⋅⋅O interaction contributes to the local stability of PLA2.

The S(M8)⋅⋅⋅N(R100) interaction (Fig. 2E) was signifi-
cantly different from the four aforementioned S⋅⋅⋅O interac-
tions in that it involved a methionine side chain (a CSC S
atom), not a cysteine side chain (an SSC S atom). Accord-
ing to previous studies10–12, CSC S atoms less frequently
form S⋅⋅⋅X interactions in proteins than SSC S atoms.
Therefore, it was a little surprising to find such a common
and strong S⋅⋅⋅N interaction for the only methionine residue
(M8) that is conserved in PLA2-DG. Fig. 2E shows that for
the S(M8)⋅⋅⋅N(R100) interaction, the S atom attacks the
main-chain N atom perpendicularly while keeping the linear
alignment of the three C–S⋅⋅⋅N atoms. Thus, the interaction
was assigned as a typical C–S⋅⋅⋅N(π) interaction11. More-
over, the position of the N(R100) atom relative to the S(M8)
atom was likely to converge. This suggested the importance
of the interaction for the local stability of PLA2. The S⋅⋅⋅N

interaction was not detected in human PLA2 because the
local structure as well as the amino acid sequence around
the interaction is different from that of bovine or porcine
PLA2.

Snake phospholipase A
2
 domain group (sPLA

2
-DG)

Twenty high-resolution structures were selected from
PDB for sPLA2-DG. The crystallographic information and
the relative distances (d) of the eight specific S⋅⋅⋅X inter-
actions are listed in Table 2.

The five structures obtained for Russell’s viper (r. viper)
possessed the same amino acid sequence but they were
crystallized with different ligands and prosthetic groups. On
the other hand, each of the amino acid sequences of the
five structures obtained for Indian cobra (i. cobra) were dif-
ferent. Similarly, each structure for cottonmouth snake (c.
snake) and sand viper (s. viper) had a different amino acid
sequence. In the case of Chinese water moccasin (mocca-
sin), the amino acid sequences of 1M8R and 1M8S were
identical to each other but were different from that of 1BK9.

All snake PLA2 contained seven SS bonds, of which six
were conserved; C27–C126, C29–C45, C44–C105, C51–
C98, C61–C91, and C84–C96 using the residue numbers for
r. viper. The remaining bond was C50–C133 for the species
from r. viper to s. viper in Table 2 or C11–C71, C11–C72,
and C11–C77 for i. cobra, Taiwan cobra (t. cobra), and tiger

Figure 2 Superimposed local structures around the four S⋅⋅⋅O interactions and one S⋅⋅⋅N interaction observed in PLA2-DG. Pictures were
drawn using the structural data of PDB (Table 1) with dS⋅⋅⋅X≤0.05 Å. The sulfur, oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon atoms are shown in yellow, red, blue,
and black, respectively. The residue numbers of bovine PLA2 are indicated. For porcine and human PLA2, the residue numbers may be different
(see the footnotes of Table 1). (A) The S(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(D40) interaction. (B) The S(C61)⋅⋅⋅O(A55) interaction. The structures of human PLA2 [1LE6(A)
and 1LE6(B)] are omitted because they are significantly deviated. (C) The S(C84)⋅⋅⋅O(C96) interaction. (D) The S(C98)⋅⋅⋅O(F94) interaction.
(E) The S(M8)⋅⋅⋅N(R100) interaction.
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Table 2 S⋅⋅⋅O and S⋅⋅⋅N interactions observed in sPLA2-DG

PDB
code

speciesa resolnb chain
ligands and
prosthetic
groups

S⋅⋅⋅O interactions
S⋅⋅⋅N

interaction

dS(C27)⋅⋅⋅O(R36)
c
dS(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(A40)

d
dS(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(C105)

e
dS(C50)⋅⋅⋅O(F46)

f
dS(C61)⋅⋅⋅O(A55)

g
dS(C84)⋅⋅⋅O(C96)

h
dS(C98)⋅⋅⋅O(R94)

i
dS(M8)⋅⋅⋅N(K100)

j

1FB2 r. viper 1.95 A −0.030 0.017 q
B 0.094 0.096 −0.035 q 0.194 0.015 0.158

1FV0 r. viper 1.7 A 9ARk, AcO–, 
SO4

2–, glycerol
0.151 0.039 −0.026 q 0.180 0.188

B dioxane, SO4
2–, 

glycerol
0.031 0.138 −0.047 q 0.141 −0.101

1JQ8 r. viper 2.0 A LAIYSl, SO4
2–, 

AcOH
0.014 0.119 0.118 q 0.106

B AcOH 0.083 0.128 −0.068 q 0.182 −0.134
1JQ9 r. viper 1.8 A FLSYKm, AcOH 0.036 0.138 0.117 q

B AcOH 0.084 0.147 −0.028 q −0.029 0.199
1KPM r. viper 1.8 A vitamin E, AcOH 0.003 0.145 −0.002 q 0.162 0.174

B AcOH 0.075 0.075 −0.042 q 0.181 −0.026 0.195

1MC2 h. snake 0.85 A i-PrOH 0.050 0.042 q −0.047

1PPA c. snake 2.0 – cyclohexylamine 0.143 −0.161 0.064 −0.050 q 0.165 −0.068
1VAP c. snake 1.6 A 0.178 −0.066 0.101 q 0.120 p

B 0.079 0.128 0.151 0.134 q 0.159 p

1BK9 moccasin 2.0 – Ca2+, PBPn,
1,4-butanediol

−0.053 0.043 0.151 −0.100 q 0.160 p

1M8R moccasin 1.9 A Cd2+,
1,4-butanediol

0.074 0.119 0.068 0.066 q 0.129 p

1M8S moccasin 1.9 A Cd2+,
1,4-butanediol

0.020 0.012 0.117 0.030 q 0.181 0.071 p

1JLT s. viper 1.4 A MPDo 0.041 −0.056 0.115 0.137 q 0.083 0.151
B MPDo 0.160 −0.095 0.175 0.014 q 0.078 −0.089

1VPI s. viper 1.72 – 0.048 0.034 0.149 q 0.064 −0.027

1AE7 t. snake 2.0 – SO4
2–

−0.000 0.189 p −0.020 0.169 p

1A3D i. cobra 1.8 – Na+ 0.144 p 0.181 0.033 −0.188 0.000
1LFF i. cobra 1.5 A Ca2+, PO4

3–, 
AcOH

0.159 0.125 p 0.118 0.107 −0.101 0.083

1LFJ i. cobra 1.6 A Ca2+, PO4
3–, 

AcOH
0.157 0.014 p 0.172 0.109 −0.008 0.025

B Ca2+, PO4
3–, 

AcOH
0.108 p 0.161 0.054 −0.035 0.041

1LN8 i. cobra 1.65 A Ca2+, PO4
3– 0.180 0.115 p 0.106 0.127 −0.117 0.094

1MH7 i. cobra 2.0 A 0.126 p 0.156 0.019 −0.049 0.161

1POA t. cobra 1.5 – Ca2+ 0.106 p 0.114 0.013 −0.030 0.169

Only commonly observed interactions (dS⋅⋅⋅X≤0.2 Å) are listed in the table. The values of dS⋅⋅⋅X are given in Å. Empty columns mean that the
corresponding values of dS⋅⋅⋅X are more than 0.2 Å. The numbers in bold correspond to strong S⋅⋅⋅X interactions with dS⋅⋅⋅X≤0.1 Å.

a r. viper = Russell’s viper, h. snake = hundred-pace snake, c. snake = cottonmouth snake, moccasin = Chinese water moccasin, s. viper = sand
viper, t. snake = tiger snake, i. cobra = Indian cobra, t. cobra = Taiwanese cobra.

b Resolution in Å.
c dS(C26)⋅⋅⋅O(R35) for 1VAP, dS(C27)⋅⋅⋅O(Q36) for 1PPA, and dS(C27)⋅⋅⋅O(T36) for 1JLT(B) and 1LFF.
d dS(C43)⋅⋅⋅O(A39) for 1VAP, dS(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(D40) for 1LFJ and 1LN8, and dS(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(E40) for 1AE7.
e dS(C43)⋅⋅⋅O(C95) for 1VAP, dS(C43)⋅⋅⋅O(C99) for 1A3D and 1POA, and dS(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(C100) for 1LFF, 1LFJ, 1LN8, and 1MH7.
f dS(C49)⋅⋅⋅O(F45) for 1VAP.
g dS(C60)⋅⋅⋅O(A54) for 1A3D and 1POA.
h dS(C78)⋅⋅⋅O(C90) for 1A3D and 1POA, and dS(C79)⋅⋅⋅O(C91) for 1LFF, 1LFJ, 1LN8, and 1MH7.
i dS(C88)⋅⋅⋅O(Q84) for 1VAP, dS(C92)⋅⋅⋅O(A88) for 1POA, dS(C92)⋅⋅⋅O(S88) for 1A3D, dS(C93)⋅⋅⋅O(S89) for 1LFF, 1LFJ(B), and 1LN8, dS(C93)⋅⋅⋅O(T89) for 1LFJ(A) and

1MH7, dS(C98)⋅⋅⋅O(A94) for 1JLT(A) and 1VPI, dS(C98)⋅⋅⋅O(D94) for 1JLT(B), dS(C98)⋅⋅⋅O(E94) for 1BK9, 1M8R, 1M8S, 1PPA, and 1MC2, and dS(C98)⋅⋅⋅O(F94)

for 1AE7.
j dS(M8)⋅⋅⋅N(R94) for 1A3D and 1POA, and dS(M8)⋅⋅⋅N(R95) for 1LFF, 1LFJ, 1LN8, and 1MH7.
k 9-Hydroxy-8-methoxy-6-nitrophenanthrol[3,4D][1,3]dioxole-5-carboxylic acid.
l Leu-Ala-Ile-Tyr-Ser.
m Phe-Leu-Ser-Tyr-Lys.
n p-Bromophenacyl bromide.
o 2-Methyl-2,4-pentanediol.
p The corresponding Cys or Met residue is not present.
q The corresponding A55 residue and its neighbor are deleted in the amino acid sequence.
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snake (t. snake), respectively. Although the residue numbers
were a little different between sPLA2-DG and PLA2-DG, the
SS-linkage patterns of sPLA2-DG were in common with
those of PLA2-DG except for the presence of an additional
C50–C133 linkage for the species from r. viper to s. viper.
The Met residue (M8) was also well conserved for the spe-
cies of sPLA2-DG, but it was replaced with another amino
acid in c. snake (1VAP), moccasin (1BK9, 1M8R, 1M8S),
and t. snake (1AE7).

Four of the S⋅⋅⋅O interactions [i.e., S(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(A40),
S(C61)⋅⋅⋅O(A55), S(C84)⋅⋅⋅O(C96), and S(C98)⋅⋅⋅O(R94)]
and one S⋅⋅⋅N interaction [S(M8)⋅⋅⋅N(K100)] summarized in
Table 2 have also been observed in PLA2-DG (see Table 1)
although some of the amino acid residues are mutated in
sPLA2-DG. The local structures around these interactions
were similar to those shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, we will not
detail their structural features here. It should be noted, how-
ever, that S(C61)⋅⋅⋅O(A55) and S(M8)⋅⋅⋅N(K100) interactions

cannot exist in some of the structures in sPLA2-DG because
the corresponding amino acids are missing or replaced. No
S⋅⋅⋅S interaction was observed for sPLA2-DG.

Fig. 3 shows superimposed local structures around the
S(C27)⋅⋅⋅O(R36), S(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(C105), and S(C50)⋅⋅⋅O(F46)
interactions that were found in sPLA2-DG in addition to the
five interactions common to PLA2-DG.

The S(C27)⋅⋅⋅O(R36) interaction (Fig. 3A) showed an
in-plane approach of the S(C27) atom to the amide O(R36)
atom, while the three S(C126)–S(C27)⋅⋅⋅O(R36) atoms
aligned almost linearly. The structural features indicated
that the S⋅⋅⋅O interaction can be assigned as an S–S⋅⋅⋅O(n)
interaction12, in which the lone pair, instead of the π orbital,
of the amide O atom would contribute to the stability.

In the S(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(C105) interaction (Fig. 3B), on the
other hand, the S(C44) atom approached the O(C105) atom
in the direction of the π orbital (the vertical direction), while
the angles of S(C105)–S(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(C105) and Cβ(C44)–
S(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(C105) were bent; 75~81° and 130~144°, respec-
tively. It was interesting that the S(C44) atom simulta-
neously forms another S⋅⋅⋅O interaction with the O(A40)
atom (the same S⋅⋅⋅O interaction to that shown in Fig. 1A).
The bifurcated S⋅⋅⋅O interactions were unusual in that they
are formed in the directions of the S lone pairs in the tetra-
hedral divalent state (see Fig. 1).

The S(C50)⋅⋅⋅O(F46) interaction (Fig. 3C) was assigned
as a distorted S⋅⋅⋅O interaction without the verticality with
respect to the peptide plane nor the linearity of the S–S⋅⋅⋅O
atoms. Thus, various types of S⋅⋅⋅O interactions were de-
tected in sPLA2-DG.

The evolution of snake PLA2 was subsequently analyzed.
Fig. 4 shows a dendrogram of snake PLA2 mapping the

Figure 3 Superimposed local structures around the three S⋅⋅⋅O interactions additionally found in sPLA2-DG. Pictures were drawn using the
structural data of PDB (Table 2) with dS⋅⋅⋅O≤0.10 Å. The sulfur, oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon atoms are shown in yellow, red, blue, and black, re-
spectively. The residue numbers of Russell’s viper (r. viper) PLA2 are indicated. For the other snake PLA2, the residue numbers may be different
(see the footnotes of Table 2). (A) The S(C27)⋅⋅⋅O(R36) interaction. (B) The S(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(C105) interaction shown with the bifurcated
S(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(A40) interaction. (C) The S(C50)⋅⋅⋅O(F46) interaction.
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seven common S⋅⋅⋅O interactions and one common S⋅⋅⋅N.
The S(C27)⋅⋅⋅O(R36) interaction (sky blue circles) was

mostly observed for c. snake, moccasin, and s. viper, which
were located close to each other on the dendrogram. Simi-
larly, the S(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(A40) interaction (red circles) was
mostly observed for snake, viper, and moccasin but not
observed for cobra. The S(C50)⋅⋅⋅O(F46) interaction (rose
circles) was only observed for c. snake, r. viper, moccasin,
and s. viper. The S(C84)⋅⋅⋅O(C96) interaction (green circles)
was mostly observed for s. viper, t. snake, and cobra. On the
other hand, the S(C61)⋅⋅⋅O(A55) interaction (yellow circles)
and the S(M8)⋅⋅⋅N(K100) interaction (magenta circles) were
mostly observed for cobra. These S⋅⋅⋅O and S⋅⋅⋅N inter-
actions, except for S(C27)⋅⋅⋅O(R36) (sky blue circles), seem
to make clusters on the dendrogram, assembling in one
descent which can be separated from the dendrogram by
cutting one branch, although there are a few exceptions as
seen in Fig. 4. The ambiguity of the clustering is probably
due to errors in the coordinates of the atomic positions in
the protein crystals (vide infra). Meanwhile, the S(C44)⋅⋅⋅
O(C105) interaction (brown circles) and the S(C98)⋅⋅⋅O(R94)

interaction (blue circles) were found to be well conserved
during the evolution of sPLA2-DG.

Discussion

Structural and phylogenetic analyses of S⋅⋅⋅X interactions
for PLA2-DG and sPLA2-DG have revealed the following:
(1) there are many close contacts between the divalent S
atoms and the nearby O or N atoms in both PLA2-DG and
sPLA2-DG, (2) each S⋅⋅⋅X interaction has particular struc-
tural characteristics, but they are not always the same as
those for the most stable and most frequent S⋅⋅⋅O interac-
tions (Fig. 1B), and (3) the observed S⋅⋅⋅X interactions tend
to cluster on the dendrogram of snake PLA2. These observa-
tions are discussed below in relation to the conformational
stability, molecular evolution, and functions of vertebrate
PLA2.

Choice of a model protein

To investigate possible roles of S⋅⋅⋅X interactions in the
functions and evolution of proteins, we chose PLA2 as a
model not only because a number of precise structures
have been registered in PDB for a variety of amino acid
sequences but also because PLA2 from snake venom has
attracted interest in terms of its molecular evolution29. The
appropriateness of the choice is confirmed by the result that
a total of forty-two PDB entries with high resolution
(resoln≤2.0 Å) were obtained for PLA2-DG (Table 1) and

Figure 4 The dendrogram of snake PLA2 (sPLA2-DG). The eight commonly observed S⋅⋅⋅X interactions (see Table 2) are mapped on the
figure by color circles, the number of which indicates the strength of the corresponding interaction; one circle for 0.1<d≤0.2 Å, two circles for
0.0<d≤0.1 Å, and three circles for d≤0.0 Å. As for Russell’s viper (r. viper), the smallest value of d was used for each interaction to determine the
number of circles.
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sPLA2-DG (Table 2) with various amino acid sequences.
The accuracy of the structural data is essential for such a

dendrogram as shown in Fig. 4, where the strength of the
S⋅⋅⋅X interaction is classified as weak (0.1<d≤0.2 Å),
medium (0.0<d≤0.1 Å), or strong (d≤0.0 Å) depending on
the relative atomic distance. The criterion for the resolution
of PDB data was set at 2.0 Å. This criterion may be slightly
low for discussing a difference of 0.1 Å in atomic distance
in protein structure. For example, Dijkstra et al.37 estimated
the mean coordinate error of the bovine PLA2 structure
(1BP2) obtained at a resolution of 1.7 Å with an R factor of
17.1% to be 0.12 Å by applying Luzzati’s diagram38. The
magnitude of coordinate errors, which depends on both the
R factor of the model and the resolution of the diffraction
data38, would be within a similar range for the PLA2 struc-
tures listed in Tables 1 and 2. Therefore, absolute energies
(or precise atomic distances) of the S⋅⋅⋅X interactions are not
discussed below. Instead, we discuss only the tendency of
the interactions.

Characteristics of S⋅⋅⋅X interactions in PLA
2

Many types of S⋅⋅⋅O and S⋅⋅⋅N interactions have been
characterized in PLA2 as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Among
them, five were commonly observed in bovine, porcine,
and human PLA2 (PLA2-DG), while eight were commonly
observed in snake PLA2 (sPLA2-DG). These interactions
can be assigned to classes according to structural features.
The S(C61)⋅⋅⋅O(A55) interaction (Fig. 2B) is a normal S–
S⋅⋅⋅O(π) interaction with a similar partial structure to that
in Fig. 1B. On the other hand, S(C84)⋅⋅⋅O(C96) (Fig. 2C),
S(M8)⋅⋅⋅N(R100) (Fig. 2E), and S(C27)⋅⋅⋅O(R36) (Fig. 3A)
are C–S⋅⋅⋅O(π), C–S⋅⋅⋅N(π), and S–S⋅⋅⋅O(n) interactions,
respectively. The other four S⋅⋅⋅O interactions, i.e., S(C44)⋅⋅⋅
O(D40) (Fig. 2A), S(C98)⋅⋅⋅O(F94) (Fig. 2D), S(C44)⋅⋅⋅
O(C105) (Fig. 3B), and S(C50)⋅⋅⋅O(F46) (Fig. 3C), are
considered to be distorted. It is interesting to note that three
of the four distorted interactions, i.e., S(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(D40),
S(C98)⋅⋅⋅O(F94), and S(C50)⋅⋅⋅O(F46), are involved in the
α helices, suggesting that they support the stability of the α
helices. The structural diversity would be due to the rela-
tively shallow potential holes of S⋅⋅⋅X interactions11 as sum-
marized in the introduction section.

One characteristic feature of the observed S⋅⋅⋅X interac-
tions was that most are formed with a main-chain amide O
or N atom, not with a side-chain heteroatom. This feature
was previously pointed out by statistical analyses10,11 and
has been rationalized by theoretical calculation12. Moreover,
it was found that all the main-chain O atoms are simulta-
neously involved in a hydrogen bond with a proximate NH
group. This is consistent with the result from ab initio
calculations10, which showed that the S⋅⋅⋅O interaction
becomes shorter with the synergetic effect of a coexisting
hydrogen bond.

Roles in local and global stability

The S⋅⋅⋅X interactions commonly detected in PLA2 would
play a role in local structural stability to some extent. Two
possible roles can be considered.

One possibility is that the local structure around the S
atom is controlled by the S⋅⋅⋅X interaction which acts in a
similar manner to hydrogen bonds. If the S⋅⋅⋅X interaction
plays a positive role in the local structure, the intrinsic
directionality11, i.e., linearity of S(or C)–S⋅⋅⋅X atoms and
verticality with respect to the X atom, should be maintained.
Indeed, some of the observed S⋅⋅⋅X interactions possess
such structural characteristics as discussed above. Hence,
they would act as structural determinants in PLA2. The con-
vergence of the positions of the O and N atoms relative to
the S atom observed in some S⋅⋅⋅X interactions (for exam-
ple, Figs. 2B and 2E) reasonably supports this possibility.

Another possibility is that the local structure around the
S⋅⋅⋅X interaction is mainly determined by other nonbonded
interactions and/or the steric congestion and the S⋅⋅⋅X inter-
action plays a minor role in the local stability. In this case,
the structural features of the interaction should be largely
distorted from the preferred structure shown in Fig. 1B11. As
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, half of the eight S⋅⋅⋅X interactions
are significantly distorted without linearity and verticality.
Such interactions would stabilize the local structure only
slightly. It should be noted that an isotropic dispersion (or
long-range electrostatic) force is a major component of
S⋅⋅⋅X interactions11. Therefore, the distorted S⋅⋅⋅X interac-
tions still have the potential to stabilize the local structure.

The relationship between the presence of S⋅⋅⋅X interac-
tions and the global stability, and hence the function, of a
protein is an intriguing subject. In the literature, it was
recently reported that the stability of adenylosuccinate lyase
was reduced in the M10L mutant due probably to the dele-
tion of the S⋅⋅⋅O interaction between the Met10 and Thr317
residues23. As for PLA2, the roles of some of the individual
SS linkages were studies by using several SS-engineered
mutants39. However, the mutation of the Cys residues should

erase the SS bond as well as the S⋅⋅⋅X interaction. On the
other and, the roles of the S(M8)⋅⋅⋅N(R100) interaction in
the global stability of PLA2 can be directly analyzed by
applying the M8X mutants. Yu et al.40 recently reported an
engineered M8,20L mutant of pig PLA2 which showed a
significant decrease in enzymatic activity. We suggest that
the change is due largely to the loss of the nonbonded
S(M8)⋅⋅⋅N(R100) interaction.

Roles in molecular evolution

The dendrogram shown in Fig. 4 demonstrated that most
of the S⋅⋅⋅X interactions of sPLA2-DG would make clusters
in particular phylogenic regions though there are some ex-
ceptions. This in turn suggested that S⋅⋅⋅X interactions have
played roles in the molecular evolution of snake PLA2.

For snake PLA2, the dendrogram (Fig. 4) represents the
molecular evolution that has occurred during division of the
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species, which would have been controlled by the environ-
ment and source of food29. Therefore, the clustering of S⋅⋅⋅X
interactions on the dendrogram strongly suggested that the
PLA2 from snake venom of specific species has acquired (or
lost) specific S⋅⋅⋅X interactions during evolution. For exam-
ple, the PLA2 group with the S(C50)⋅⋅⋅O(F46) interaction
(rose circles) can be partitioned by a border between s. viper
and t. snake. The groups with either S(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(A40) (red
circles), S(C61)⋅⋅⋅O(A55) (yellow circles), or S(M8)⋅⋅⋅
N(K100) (magenta circles) interaction can be partitioned
by a border between t. snake and cobra. Similarly, for the
S(C84)⋅⋅⋅O(C96) interaction (green circles), the border may
be drawn between moccasin and s. viper.

However, the observed clustering of the S⋅⋅⋅X interactions
does not necessary mean that the S⋅⋅⋅X interactions have
positively controlled the molecular evolution. As shown in
Table 2, the formation of some S⋅⋅⋅X interactions is inhibited
for some species due to replacement or deletion of the cor-
responding amino acid residues. This possibly indicates that
the clustering of the S⋅⋅⋅X interactions resulted from other
more essential factors.

The dendrogram shown in Fig. 4 provides the first evi-
dence of distinct coupling between the presence of S⋅⋅⋅X
interactions and the molecular evolution of a protein. How-
ever, the role of the S⋅⋅⋅X interactions in the molecular evo-
lution of sPLA2-DG is not conclusive at the moment and
should be a subject of further study.

Roles in function

The active site of PLA2 is assigned to the residues His48
and Asp9926,27. For bovine PLA2, several mutants (e.g.,
H48Q41 and D99A41) have been designed to characterize the
importance of these residues, and some of the structures
have been determined by X-ray crystallography at high res-
olution as shown in Table 1. Fig. 5 illustrates the structure
around the active site of wild-type bovine PLA2. The active
site is fixed by two SS linkages (C44–C105 and C51–C98)
and supported by two other SS linkages (C29–C45 and
C84–C96). It is of significant interest to us that four of
the five common S⋅⋅⋅X interactions (i.e., S(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(D40),
S(C84)⋅⋅⋅O(C96), S(C98)⋅⋅⋅O(F94), and S(M8)⋅⋅⋅N(R100))
have been found in this region. The observation suggested
that the S⋅⋅⋅X interactions also play roles in the enzymatic
functions. The significant decrease in enzymatic activity
reported recently for the M8,20L mutant of porcine PLA2

40

reasonably supports this consideration, because such a
mutant cannot form the S(M8)⋅⋅⋅N(R100) interaction near
the active site.

The calcium binding site of PLA2 is assigned to Tyr28,
Gly30, Gly32, and Asp4937. Since all wild-type bovine
PLA2s in Table 1 (i.e., 1BP2, 1FDK, 1G4I, 1MKT, 1MKV,
and 2BPP) were crystallized with a calcium ion, it would be
interesting to examine the relationship between the presence
of a ligand other than a calcium ion and the strengths of the
five common S⋅⋅⋅X interactions. However, the S⋅⋅⋅X interac-

tions of 1MKT and 2BPP, which contained only a calcium
ion as a ligand, showed no significant difference in strength
from those of the other wild-type bovine PLA2s, which
contained various ligands, such as MPD and GLE (see the
footnotes of Table 1 for the abbreviations). Thus, the five
common S⋅⋅⋅X interactions tolerate the conformational
changes caused by the substrate binding.

A similar feature can be seen in Table 2 for the S⋅⋅⋅X
interactions of Russell’s viper PLA2 with various ligands
and prosthetic groups (i.e., chains A and B of 1FB2, 1FV0,
1JQ8, 1JQ9, and 1KPM). The structures without ligands (i.e.,

1FB2) maintained strong S(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(A40) and S(C50)⋅⋅⋅
O(F46) interactions, medium S(C44)⋅⋅⋅O(C105) and S(C98)⋅⋅⋅

O(R94) interactions, and weak S(C84)⋅⋅⋅O(C96) and S(M8)⋅⋅⋅

N(K100) interactions. The strength did not seem to change
on the binding of various substrates. Thus, the S⋅⋅⋅X interac-
tions of Russell’s viper PLA2 also tolerate the conforma-
tional changes due to the substrate binding.

PLA2 is a conformationally tough protein due to the pres-
ence of numerous SS linkages (normally seven) along the
relatively short peptide chain comprising about 130 amino
acid residues. However, the conformational changes rele-
vant to the recognition of a substrate would not be small: the
root mean square deviation for all the backbone atoms was
0.32 Å between the complex and inhibitor-free PLA2

42, and
the structural changes around the active-site were much
more significant43. Therefore, the tolerance observed for the
S⋅⋅⋅X interactions of bovine and Russell’s viper PLA2 would
suggest that these interactions contribute to the local confor-
mational stability around the active site. If the interactions
are not important, they would readily disappear in the com-
plexes with the substrate.

Structural flexibility is an important feature of proteins.

Figure 5 The active site of bovine PLA2. The dotted lines indicate
the S⋅⋅⋅O and S⋅⋅⋅N interactions present in the vicinity and the binding
of Asp49 to a calcium ion.
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Some nonbonded interactions would be broken by the con-
formational changes caused by the substrate binding but
others would not. The S⋅⋅⋅X interactions observed in PLA2

can be classified as the latter type of nonbonded interactions.

Implications for protein force fields

If S⋅⋅⋅X interactions play important roles in the structure
and functions of proteins, their incorporation into force
fields is necessary to obtain accurate results in the molecu-
lar simulation of proteins. It is beyond the scope of this
paper to argue whether conventional force fields, such as
AMBER44 and CHARMM45, implicitly include the effects
of S⋅⋅⋅X interactions or not. S⋅⋅⋅X interactions are normally
formed near the van der Waals contact and are predominant-
ly stabilized by dispersion and/or long-range electrostatic
forces11. Therefore, it may be that the interactions are in-
cluded implicitly in the Lennard-Jones and Coulombic terms

of the force field. However, as for the directional tendency
of the interactions, such as shown in Fig. 1B, it is not clear
if conventional force fields can reproduce the tendency
properly because the directionality is related to orbital inter-
action, which is not explicitly counted in the Lennard-Jones
and Coulombic terms. To examine these points, molecular
simulations of model polypeptides or proteins will be needed.

Conclusions

Many types of S⋅⋅⋅O and S⋅⋅⋅N interactions have been
characterized in PLA2. The dendrogram for sPLA2-DG re-
vealed a possible clustering of the S⋅⋅⋅X interactions. Most
of the S⋅⋅⋅X interactions were found to reside in the vicinity
of the active site and to tolerate the conformational changes
caused by the binding of the substrate in the cases of bovine
and Russell’s viper PLA2. Thus, the possibility that the S⋅⋅⋅X
interactions play roles in the functions and evolution of
PLA2 has been suggested.

The present study is the first to show the possible cou-
pling of S⋅⋅⋅X interactions with the evolution of a protein.
Nevertheless, the conclusions are fairly putative at the
moment. Similar dendrogram-based analyses should be
carried out for other proteins as well. However, according
to our preliminary search in PDB, there are at present no
suitable model proteins, other than PLA2, for which the
evolution of the weak nonbonded S⋅⋅⋅X interactions can be
systematically analyzed by using a set of precise structures
with a variety of amino acid sequences.

The three-dimensional structure, and hence the function,
of a protein is controlled by the interplay of weak non-
bonded interactions, such as hydrogen bonds and van der
Waals forces. Based on the present study as well as previous
ones10–12, we strongly suggest that S⋅⋅⋅X interactions are
new members of such weak interactions. Indeed, a signifi-
cant loss of the conformational stability or enzymatic activ-
ity of a protein on the elimination of a possible S⋅⋅⋅X inter-
action23,40 has recently been reported.
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